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DISERT IN THE BLUE STACKS 

Nestling beneath Carnaween mountain one of the highest peaks in the Blues Stacks is 
“Disert Graveyard”.  Disert townland is in the Parish of Inver in south Donegal.  It is 
described in the Archaeological Survey of Donegal as:  

1545 DISERT OS 86; 6 (411 299) OD 407-507.  A wedge-shaped graveyard 
enclosed by a largely grassed-over stone wall.  In the interior are several grave 
markers and four penitential cairns.  Immediately to the North of the graveyard is 
St.Colmcille’s Well and beside it two cairns.     

According to tradition when Colmcille came to Disert in the 6th Century he blessed the 
Well and looking through the holed stone that was there, blessed all the places he 
could see.  There are two small drum stones now on the altar.  Carrying them – one in 
each hand – is said to be a test of male strength and also points to a pre-Christian 
origin and the Aryan Veneration of Stones.  East of the main site stands a megalith, it 
was said to have been erected over the grave of a “druid chief”.  Nowadays it is believed 
to be the entrance to a later monastic enclosure.  A small pile of stones on top of its 
lintel stone indicate that it is now part of the Turas.  Seven monks are said to be 
buried in the “garden” or enclosure at Disert but we have no clue as to the date or era 
of their burial.  The grave markers there cannot be dated either.   

At the Plantation of Ulster, Disert wasn’t taken over as a place of worship by the 
Established Church as it wasn’t a Parish Church.  Bishop Niall O’Boyle was Bishop of 
Raphoe during the Nine Years War (1593 – 1603).  However, after the Plantation the 
Bishop made his way to Disert and died there on 6th February 1611.  He was carried 
out of the hills to his native Kiltoorish for burial.  Mass continued to be celebrated at 
Disert in Penal Times.      
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Indeed, in the unsettled conditions of the 17th and 18th Centuries it is likely that Turas 
to the Patron Saint gained in stature among the people as they could be performed 
without a priest being present.  The Turas at Disert was noted for its cures.  East of 
the megalith is a large slab or concave stone.  Lying on top of this stone or bed and 
pressing the back into a cavity is a cure for backache.  Other parts of the body could 
be cured by crawling under the megalith – this forms part of the Turas – and by 
rubbing the affected part against the stone.  The Well water was said to cure toothache 
and all ailments in man or beast.    

Once a church was opened in Frosses in the early 19th Century - in keeping with 
church decrees the celebration of mass and administration of sacraments was moved 
indoors and mass was no longer celebrated in Disert.  The first Catholic graveyard was 
opened in Frosses in 1841.  From that time no priest would officiate at funerals in 
Disert and the graveyard fell into disuse except for the burial of unbaptised infants.  
This too ceased in the 1930’s.  Like other Columban sites in Donegal such as Gartan 
and Tory, the clay at Disert is said to banish rats.   
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